This research investigates the effect of forklift driver behavior on the overall warehouse performance and proposes an energy efficiency assessment model to evaluate drivers based on their driving behavior. The term driver behavior refers to the driving style of the forklift operator, which is characterized in this study by average speed, acceleration, deceleration, concurrent travel and lift (CTL) duration, number of stops, and steady speed duration. The forklift driver behavior has not been studied in the literature although it is a critical factor that affects various aspects of warehouse operations including energy consumption, productivity (i.e., the average number of pallet movements per operating hour), and safety. In this research, statistical analysis is conducted on actual forklift driver behavior data to study different driving behaviors and to discover their relation to driver productivity and energy consumption. In addition, multiple linear regression (MLR) and partial least squares regression (PLSR) methods are used to develop a driver behavior-based energy efficiency assessment model which can be incorporated with forklift driving simulator to evaluate and train forklift drivers. The experimental results of this research show that different driving style has different impact on energy consumption and productivity. It is found that maintaining steady speed at high level is significantly reduces the energy consumption, while harsh acceleration rates increase the energy consumption. The research findings also indicate that traveling and lifting at the same time results in some energy and time savings, depending on the duration of the CTL event. Among the considered driving behaviors, the average speed is found to be the most influential variable that positively affects the energy consumption whereas the number of stops and acceleration are the least important variables which have negative effect on energy consumption. The results of the assessment model indicate that PLSR is more accurate than MLR in terms of energy efficiency prediction.
